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Abstract

This paper explores flows and stocks, at the scale of the European Union, of certain rare earth elements (REEs; Pr, Nd, Eu, Tb, Dy and Y) which are associated with products that are important for the decarbonisation of the energy sector and that also have strong recycling potential. Material flow analyses were performed considering the various steps along the value chain (separation of rare earth oxides, manufacture of products, etc.) and including the lithosphere as a potential stock (potential geological resources). Results provide estimates of flows of rare earths into use, in-use stocks and waste streams. Flows into use of, e.g., Tb in fluorescent lamp phosphors, Nd and Dy in permanent magnets and Nd in battery applications were estimated, for selected reference year 2010, as 35, 1230, 230 and 120 tons respectively. The proposed Sankey diagrams illustrate the strong imbalance of flows of permanent magnet REEs along the value chain, with Europe relying largely on the import of finished products (magnets and applications). It is estimated that around 2020, the amounts of Tb in fluorescent lamps and Nd in permanent magnets recycled each year in Europe, could be on the order of 10 tons for Tb and between 170 and 230 tons for Nd.
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1. Introduction

Several rare earth elements (REEs) are considered essential for the decarbonisation of the energy sector, as they are used in applications such as electric and hybrid vehicles, wind and solar energy or low-energy lighting. Moss et al. (2013) consider the following REEs as “critical”: dysprosium (Dy), europium (Eu), terbium (Tb), yttrium (Y), praseodymium (Pr) and neodymium (Nd). Metal criticality assessments combine importance for strategic sectors of the economy with risks of supply shortage (EC, 2014; Golev et al., 2014; Humphries, 2013; Graedel et al., 2012; DOE, 2011; NRC, 2008). International concern regarding the supply of REEs became particularly acute in the course of 2011, when metal prices exploded as a consequence of stricter quotas on Chinese exports. Over the 2005-2011 period, Chinese export quotas for raw rare earth oxides (REOs) decreased from approximately
65 000 tons to 30 000 tons REO. According to EUROSTAT (2014), the share of Chinese imports of raw rare earth products (metals, alloys, compounds) into Europe was close to 90% over this period. For e.g. Dy and Tb, peak prices in July 2011 (resp. 3 400 US$/Kg and 5 100 US$/Kg) exceeded early 2010 prices (at the onset of the price surge) by factors on the order of resp. 20 and 10. By June 2013, prices of Dy and Tb had decreased by approximately 80% with respect to 2011 peaks, as a result of several factors including the diversification of REE raw material supply sources.

Increased concern regarding the supply of mineral raw materials has led the European Commission to issue the Raw Materials Initiative (CEC, 2008) which highlights the importance of both primary (extracted) and secondary (reused, recycled) sources for supply. A key concept is resource efficiency, which aims at obtaining increased services per unit mass of resource consumed, while reducing environmental impacts. The complementarity between primary and secondary sources for meeting supply requirements is particularly important in the case of materials for which requirements are increasing, as is the case for REEs. As illustrated by, e.g., Grosse (2010), secondary sources alone cannot satisfy growing material requirements, due in particular to the delay induced by product lifetimes in the economy: resource availability from end-of-life products inevitably lags behind current requirements. Therefore any global (systemic) analysis of mineral raw material supply should consider both types of sources. A useful tool in such a context is material flow analysis (MFA).

Material Flow Analysis has been used for several decades to study in particular the flows and stocks of substances in the anthroposphere (see for example Wolfman, 1965; Ayres, 1989; Baccini and Brunner, 1991). The method has been applied extensively to the cycles of metals such as copper and zinc (Bertram et al., 2003; Graedel et al., 2004; Van Beers et al., 2005, 2007, Bader et al., 2011, Yan et al., 2013, Bonnin et al., 2013), steel (Reck et al., 2010; Hatayama et al., 2010; Park et al., 2011) or aluminium (Bertram et al., 2009). Wallsten et al. (2013) applied MFA to identify metal stocks and the potential for metal recovery from the urban mine at the scale of a city in Sweden. In recent years, MFA has been applied to critical metals and in particular to REEs (Du and Graedel, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c; Nansai et al., 2014; Rademaker et al., 2013; Talens Peiro et al., 2013). Application of the MFA approach to REEs has highlighted the relative paucity of available information regarding the content of REEs in products and content heterogeneity. As a result there has been an increasing number of studies aimed at measuring REE contents in various waste materials such as for example electrical and electronic equipment waste (WEEE; Westphal and Kuchta, 2013; Chancerel et al., 2013, Chancerel and Rotter, 2009; Rotter et al., 2013). Constantinides (2012) estimated the global demand for permanent magnets in different applications, in particular hard disk drives, hybrid and electric vehicles and wind power generators. Zepf (2013) dismantled hard disk drives and mobile phones to measure the weights of permanent magnets.

The main objective of this study is to provide a systemic view of flows and stocks of certain rare earth elements along the value chain in the European Union (EU), taking into account both primary and secondary sources. Such a global vision is particularly useful for identifying, e.g., the relative dependence on imports at various stages of the value chain, or losses and recycling potentials. The MFA methodology is applied and results are illustrated using Sankey diagrams (Brunner and Rechberger, 2004). Unlike previous MFA studies where the lithosphere is considered solely as a source (through mine production), the lithosphere is considered here as a potential stock. Therefore the study includes estimates of potential geological REE resources in Europe (as opposed to reserves in the sense of PERC, 2013). Because a specific objective is to identify recycling potentials for REEs, the selected approach combines REEs and certain applications. According to Binnemans et al. (2013), applications that are currently considered to hold the most potential for recycling are permanent
NdFeB magnets, nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries and fluorescent lamps. Hence the REEs considered in this study are selected so as to combine criticality with direct relevance to the above-mentioned applications. These are Nd, Pr and Dy in permanent magnets, Nd and Pr in NiMH batteries and Eu, Tb and Y for phosphors in fluorescent lamps.

2. Methods

In any discussion of REEs it is important to distinguish between heavy and light REEs, because geological deposits of heavy REEs (HREEs) are far scarcer than deposits of light REEs (LREEs). It is reminded that in nature, rare earth deposits do not occur as individual rare earth oxides (e.g. Tb₂O₇ or Nd₂O₃) but as complex mixtures in minerals (such as bastnäsite). HREE-rich deposits currently in operation are nearly exclusively limited to ion-exchange clay deposits in the south of China (Chi and Tian, 2008). For this reason, HREEs are often considered more “critical” than LREEs. This is not always true, however, because market demand may be such that a LREE (e.g., Nd in permanent magnets) may be considered far more critical than a HREE (e.g. Gd). Note that in LREE ores, the proportion of Nd compared to other light elements is relatively low (a typical distribution in ores is: 50% Ce, 20-25% La, 12-20% Nd and 4-5% Pr), which contributes to creating an imbalance between supply and demand (see Binnemans et al., 2013): in order to obtain Nd, approximately twice as much Ce and at least as much La must be produced. In this paper, we adopt the nomenclature of Wall (2014), who defines these two groups as follows (listed according to the order of the elements in the periodic table): LREE (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm) and HREE (Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, including Y).

Figure 1 presents the system investigated for the case of REEs in fluorescent lamps. The system boundary (dashed line in Fig. 1) is the boundary of the EU. The system is divided into processes or steps along the value chain that are selected in order to (i) summarize major economic or industrial sectors, (ii) distinguish between REE-containing products for data collection in statistical databases (e.g. EUROSTAT, 2014) and (iii) comparison with previously published information (e.g., Du and Graedel, 2011a). The processes include separation of REO concentrates into individual REOs, fabrication of REE-based components (the phosphors), manufacture of products that incorporate these components (the lamps), use (U) of these products in the economy, management of end-of-life products and elimination of waste in landfills and dispersion in the environment. As seen in Fig. 1, there is a process (Lithosphere) that straddles the boundary of the system: for geological and economic reasons, it was chosen to study the lithosphere at the scale of continental Europe (including the Scandinavian shield, with the Kola Peninsula in Russia) and Greenland.

In the case of fluorescent lamps, the separation industry (i.e. Solvay in Europe) separates raw REO concentrates and produces precursor phosphors that are either exported within or outside Europe to industries that make the phosphor powders used to manufacture fluorescent lamps (linear fluorescent lamps; LFL and compact fluorescent lamps; CFL). Precursor phosphors have compositions that are analogous to those of lamp phosphors, but their mineral structure is not suited for use in lamps. Transformation from precursor to lamp phosphor is performed by dissolution/recrystallization at high temperature (1200 to 1700°C) and in a controlled atmosphere. The system investigated for Nd in permanent magnets differs from the one depicted in Fig. 1 in that an additional step is included between process Manufacture (of permanent magnets) and process Use, to include the incorporation of permanent magnets in applications (e.g., hard-disk drives, mobile phones, wind turbines, etc.). Also, waste streams may end up in Landfill and Environment but also in down-cycling applications such as the steel industry (from the elimination of used vehicles). A final sink considered
in the case of Nd in NiMH battery applications is down-cycling dispersion in cement factories, as slag from pyro-metallurgical treatment of old NiMH batteries is used in construction and/or aggregates for concrete. All Sankey diagrams in this paper were created using the STAN software (Brunner and Rechberger, 2004). Calculations were performed over a period in excess of one year of the expected lifetimes of the considered products (see below), in order to obtain estimates of in-use stocks. Year 2010 was selected as the reference year for the final Sankey diagrams, as this was the most recent year for which statistical data were available at the start of the study.

Figure 1. Description of the system investigated for REEs in fluorescent lamps.
Notes: Tb = Terbium, E = exports, I = imports, F1 = flow n° 1, LFL = linear fluorescent lamp, CFL = compact fluorescent lamp

Sources of information for the MFAs include statistical data from EUROSTAT (production data from the ProdCom database and trade data from the ComExt database) and the Global Trade Atlas (GTA), BGS (2013), Roskill (2011) and data regarding (i) quantities of REEs in components used in applications, (ii) weights of these components in applications and (iii) quantities of applications sold or used per year as reported by manufacturers. Additional sources of information are referenced below in relation to specific flows. EUROSTAT and GTA databases identify products using the harmonized system (HS) codes of the World Customs Organization. Table 1 presents HS codes used in EUROSTAT for the upstream end of the REE value chain. As seen in this table, the codes are not sufficiently specific to identify individual REEs. China uses 8-digit codes for its exports and imports that are specific to individual REEs (e.g., 28053013 for Tb metal). But Chinese export data are only partial and don’t include illegal exports, which may constitute a significant portion (over 30%). Therefore these data are very useful for the purpose of cross-checking various sources of information but are not sufficient. In this study, customs data were taken from EUROSTAT when available. Chinese exports were taken from the Global Trade Atlas. It is worth noting that the accounting
method used in EUROSTAT may differ from that of GTA. There is for instance the so-called “Rotterdam effect”: if a EU country imports from, e.g., China and this import enters the EU at the port of Rotterdam, the import may be accounted for as a Netherlands import. Therefore EUROSTAT data are most consistent at the borders of the EU, while differences may appear when considering individual countries within the EU. Also, import data reported by a given country are generally more reliable than export data reported by that country, because there is more control on products entering a country than on exports. This highlights limitations of customs data and the importance of cross-checking information between different sources.

Table 1. Harmonized system (HS) codes for raw rare earth product imports and exports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS code</th>
<th>Description in EUROSTAT (2014)</th>
<th>Estimated REO conversion factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28053010</td>
<td>Intermixtures or interalloys of rare-earth metals, Scandium and Yttrium</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28053090</td>
<td>Rare-earth metals, Scandium and Yttrium (Excl. intermixtures or interalloys)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28461000</td>
<td>Cerium compounds</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28469000</td>
<td>Compounds, inorganic or organic, of rare-earth metals, of Yttrium or of Scandium or of mixtures of these metals (Excl. Cerium)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: REO = rare earth oxide

The codes in Table 1 are the same as those used in Schüler et al. (2011). In the latter study, tons reported in EUROSTAT for each HS code were summed to obtain a total mass of REE compounds imported (e.g., 23013 tons in 2008). However, the products that correspond to these different codes do not have the same contents in terms of REOs. It is reminded that the mass conversion from REOs to REEs is a stoichiometric conversion based on the REO atomic formula (e.g., \( \text{Eu}_2\text{O}_3 \), \( \text{Tb}_4\text{O}_7 \), \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \)). On average, conversion from REO to REE is obtained by multiplying by 0.85. In order to obtain estimates of European REO imports and exports, data by Hedrick (2004) and the USGS were analysed. Least-squares best-fit conversion factors were calculated based on reported quantities for each HS code and corresponding REO contents. The best-fit conversion factors are presented in Table 1. Application of these factors to EU imports in 2008 yields a total REO import of 16 800 tons. Application to data for 2010 yields 12 500 tons REO, a value close to that reported by POLINARES (2012) and Sievers and Tercero (2012): 10 000 tons. The difference is interpreted as due either to the inherent imprecision of available data, or to the correction introduced in this study to account for the fact that Treibacher (Austria), a significant player in the rare earth industry, no longer reports its data to EUROSTAT since 2008. Global Austrian import/export data reported in GTA (2014) or BGS (2013) were therefore disaggregated into intra- and extra-EU imports and exports, considering average ratios calculated based on Austrian import-export histories prior to 2009. Austrian imports of REOs from outside Europe were estimated as 3 140 tons in 2010, which could account for the difference mentioned above.

Because the objective of this study was to develop a systemic view of flows and stocks of individual REEs, initial estimates of individual REE imports as raw rare earth products were obtained by disaggregating the total REO flows using a methodology described in Goonan (2011). As a first step, the relative consumption of REOs by different market sectors in Europe was estimated in order to distribute total European REO imports between market sectors. Next, market sector total REO consumptions were converted to individual REO consumptions by considering the individual REO
contents in products generated by these market sectors. Table 2 shows the estimated distribution of REO consumption among market sectors in Europe in 2010 (see also ERECON, 2015), while the distribution of individual REOs in products is presented in Table 3. The basis for Table 3 is LYNAS (2010), while the data appear in several publications (e.g. Jordens et al., 2013). Some changes were brought to the original tables, based on industry expert information (Solvay, pers. comm.). For example, while the table of LYNAS (2010) includes some Gd in the REE composition of permanent magnets, this does not seem consistent with current information. Also, the composition of phosphors in Table 3 is based on a typical trichromatic phosphor, i.e., a mixture of basic phosphors (see below).

Table 2. Estimate of REO consumption (as %) per market sector in Europe in 2010 (Solvay, pers. comm., modified after Guyonnet et al., 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnets</th>
<th>Alloys</th>
<th>Automotive catalysts</th>
<th>Fluid catalytic cracking</th>
<th>Polishing powders</th>
<th>Glass additives</th>
<th>Phosphors</th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Relative proportions (base 100) of individual REOs in market sector products (modified from LYNAS, 2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>La</th>
<th>Ce</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>Nd</th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>Eu</th>
<th>Gd</th>
<th>Tb</th>
<th>Dy</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Alloys</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal alloys</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto catalysts</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum refining</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polishing powders</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass additives</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphors</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramics</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application of the disaggregation method to global mine production in 2007 (124000 tons REO; USGS, 2014) yields results that are compared to estimates based on ore compositions, presented in Du and Graedel (2011a). Figure 2 suggests that the disaggregation method yields satisfactory results for most REEs. Results are not shown for Gd and Sm however, as the disaggregation method yields values that are much lower (resp. 610 and 440 tons) than those presented in Du and Graedel (2011a): 2400 tons for both elements. This would imply that mine production of Gd and Sm is much higher than consumption by industrial sectors (as suggested in Table 3). This interpretation is confirmed by information from the REE industry according to which Gd and Sm are stockpiled. Therefore the Sankey diagrams presented in Du and Graedel (2011a) for Sm and Gd should be considered with caution. While the disaggregation method yields satisfactory results at the global scale, its approximate nature should be underlined and also that uncertainty increases as the scale of application decreases (e.g., the scale of a single country). The issue of uncertainty in the performed MFAs is addressed further below.
The flows associated with the imports and exports of the phosphor powders (Fabrication step in Fig. 1) were quantified on the basis of the quantities exchanged under HS code 320650. The trichromatic powders used in fluorescent lamps are a mixture of several phosphor powders containing REOs: Powder 1; LaPO₄·Ce³⁺,Tb³⁺ or Powder 2; (Ce,Tb)MgAl₁₁O₁₉, which provide the green color to the lighting, Powder 3; BaMgAl₁₁O₁₇:Eu²⁺, used for the blue color, and Powder 4; Y₂O₃:Eu³⁺, for the red color. The compositions and relative proportions in the trichromatic mix are presented in Table 4. Based on this information, Eu, Tb and Y contents in trichromatic powders are calculated as, respectively, 3%, 2% and 32%. The flows associated with the imports and exports of fluorescent lamps from the “Manufacture” step in Fig. 1 (CFL: compact fluorescent lamps and LFL: linear fluorescent lamps) were estimated based on the quantities exchanged under, resp., codes 31501510 and 31501530. Each lamp contains approximately 2 g of trichromatic phosphor powder. Additions to in-use stock were estimated based on time-series of flows and taking into account lifetimes of products in the economy. For LFL and CFL lamps, an estimated lifetime of 6 years was selected based on statistics from Recylum (2010), a company that recycles used lamps and WEEE. The in-use stocks were therefore estimated based on the apparent consumptions of CFL and LFL between 2005 and 2010, while the waste flow in 2010 was estimated from the apparent consumption during 2004. Note that this estimation suffers from uncertainty regarding the evolution of the composition of phosphor powders in fluorescent lamps between 2004 and 2010. The management of waste from fluorescent lamps was straightforward in 2010, since no recycling was performed at that time (Solvay, pers. comm.) and therefore all the waste flows were assumed to be eliminated (landfill and the environment).

Table 4. Composition and average relative proportions of phosphor powders in the trichromatic mix (Solvay, pers. comm.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powder</th>
<th>La₂O₃ (%)</th>
<th>CeO₂ (%)</th>
<th>Eu₂O₃ (%)</th>
<th>Tb₂O₃ (%)</th>
<th>Y₂O₃ (%)</th>
<th>Proportion in the Trichrom. mix (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding Nd in NdFeB permanent magnets and nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries, the analysis considered the rare earth composition of products. In many cases, the Nd in magnets is coupled with Pr for economic and technical reasons: a mixture called “didymium” is used, with an average composition of 76% (by weight) Nd and 24% Pr. Nickel-metal hydride batteries are composed of a nickel-based cathode, an electrolyte and an anode of mischmetal made of a mixture of REEs (La, Ce, Nd, Pr). NiMH batteries can be subdivided into portable batteries and industrial batteries used for example in hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). NiMH batteries currently dominate the HEV market (approximately 70% of the batteries used in HEVs in 2015), but they are progressively being replaced by lithium-ion batteries (AMADEE, 2009). Recycling processes for NiMH batteries have been developed (Müller and Bernd, 2006) but in 2010 (reference year of this study) there was no recycling of Nd at an industrial scale. In the value chain for permanent magnets and NiMH batteries, the Fabrication steps involve the production of, resp., NdFeB alloy and LaNi₅ alloy, while the Manufacture steps produce NdFeB permanent magnets and NiMH batteries. In the chain for permanent magnets, we considered an additional step where magnets are incorporated into applications. The typical REE contents of NdFeB magnets and NiMH batteries are indicated in Table 5 but, as shown in the following section, composition may vary from one application to another.

Table 5. Typical REE content in NdFeB magnets and NiMH batteries (weight percent; Du and Graedel, 2011b; Solvay, pers. comm.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>La (%)</th>
<th>Ce (%)</th>
<th>Pr (%)</th>
<th>Nd (%)</th>
<th>Tb (%)</th>
<th>Dy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NdFeB magnets</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiMH batteries</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information relative to production, imports and exports of products and applications containing permanent magnets and batteries was obtained from EUROSTAT (using, resp., codes 85051100, 85051990 and 85078020). Further down the value chain (Application and Use steps), data regarding production and trade was collected for the manufactured products containing permanent magnets and NiMH batteries listed in Table 6. While it can be seen in Table 6 that this study considered a significant number of applications, results (next section) show that only a few applications account for the bulk of Nd flows (Du and Graedel, 2011b, Rademaker et al., 2013). Rare earth contents and market shares of these products were obtained from specialized or company reports (Roskill, 2011; BIO IS, 2010; Peiro et al., 2011; Buchert et al., 2012; Westphal et al., 2013; Benecki et al., 2010; IDC, 2014; Rademaker et al., 2013; Avicenne, 2011; ADEME, 2012). Market updates regarding external hard disk drives and mobile phones were obtained from IDC (2010). Information on the European markets of imaging equipment containing permanent magnets (printers, copiers, scanner, facsimile machines) was obtained from Fraunhofer (2007), while Recharge (2013) provided information on the rechargeable battery market. Average lifespans of products considered for the estimation of additions to in-use stock and total in-use stock in 2010 were taken as 7 years for NiMH portable batteries, 3 years for laptops and 13 years for vehicles (see Du & Graedel, 2011c).
Table 6. Neodymium-containing applications considered in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications using NdFeB permanent magnets</th>
<th>Applications using NiMH batteries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric and Non electric vehicles</td>
<td>Portable batteries (rechargeable batteries):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard drives</td>
<td>- Cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell phones</td>
<td>- Electric shavers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptops and desktops</td>
<td>- Cell phones and cordless phones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbine generators (REE magnet-based)</td>
<td>- Laptops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI machines</td>
<td>- Handheld tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerators</td>
<td>- Remote-controlled toys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing machines</td>
<td>- Emergency lighting equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioners</td>
<td>Industrial batteries:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameras</td>
<td>- Hybrid vehicles (HEV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphones and earphones</td>
<td>- Electrical aircraft systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD player</td>
<td>- Satellite pinpointing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax, printers, scanner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shavers and electric epilators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of potential geological resources was based on an investigation of information relative to current mining operations, reports from mineral exploration companies, from European geological surveys and scientific publications. In continental Europe and Greenland, REE occurrences can be found in a broad range of geological settings and their concentration and distribution in minerals depend on rock-forming, hydrothermal, weathering and other surface processes. Additional information on the applied methodology can be found in Charles et al. (2013). Information on exports to Europe of REOs by the Russian Solikamsk Magnesium Plant, which pre-treats the ore from the Lovozero igneous complex in the Kola Peninsula, was obtained from MetalResearch (2013) and Roskill (2011). These exports are imported by Estonia: until 2012, the company Silmet (now a member of the Molycorp group) was the only European company separating Nd for magnet applications. Chakhmouradian and Wall (2012) and Linnen et al. (2014) discuss in detail the behaviour of REEs in the geochemical cycle and the deposit characteristics. In this study, primary REE deposits of continental Europe and Greenland were broadly divided into two main categories: i) endogenous REE deposits (related to essentially magmatic and metamorphic processes) and ii) exogenous REE deposits (concentrated by surficial processes such as sedimentary and weathering processes). Close to 400 geological occurrences or deposits located within the EU, expanded to the Kola Peninsula, Turkey and Greenland, were assessed. The mineralogical characteristics of these deposits and occurrences provide information regarding potential resources, the reliability of which depends largely on the state of progress of mineral exploration projects.

A basic characteristic of data used in MFAs and in particular in MFAs applied to REEs is uncertainty. The first approach used for tackling the problem of data uncertainty was to look for consistency between various sources. A particularly useful source for this purpose is the data of Du and Graedel (2011a) on global flows and stocks of REEs. Combined with knowledge of relative market shares in Europe with respect to the rest of the world, it is possible to establish whether estimates are consistent or not with previously published data. A second approach for addressing uncertainty in MFA is data reconciliation. Due to uncertainty, MFAs oftentimes do not balance and data reconciliation serves to adjust estimates such that mass conservation is respected. Common practice in MFA for data reconciliation is least-squares minimization, whereby flows and/or stocks are assumed to be represented by normal probability distributions (defined by average values and standard deviations). Reconciliation is obtained by minimizing sums of squares of differences.
between estimated and reconciled flows, weighted by their respective standard deviations (see e.g., Narasimhan and Jordache, 2000). One difficulty with this approach in the context of MFA is due to the fact that the choice of single probability distributions for describing the uncertain flows or stocks is difficult to justify on a statistical basis: available data are typically related to scarce measurements, expert judgment, literature data, etc. Such information is more faithfully described by the nested intervals known as fuzzy sets (Dubois and Prade, 1988). Therefore as part of this study, a methodology was developed for reconciling MFA data under fuzzy constraints (see Dubois et al., 2014, 2013) and was applied to the collected data. The Sankey diagrams presented below are best estimates (or preferred values) which result from this data processing while indications are provided below regarding uncertainty ranges of specific flows. An additional and essential step for addressing uncertainty in this study was consistency verification through confrontation of obtained results with industry experts.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1 Trends of EU rare earth oxide imports and exports

Figure 3 shows estimated imports and exports of REOs, into and out of the EU, based on EUROSTAT data and taking into account a correction for Austrian post-2008 imports and exports. The significant decrease of imports observed over the 2008-2011 period is interpreted as an effect of the economic crisis. In 2010, approximately 85% of these imports came from China, while in 2011 EUROSTAT data suggest that a significant proportion of rare earth imports came from the U.S. (around 30%). This is interpreted as largely an effect of the acquisition of Silmet (Estonia) by Molycorp (USA) in April 2011 and the export of REOs by Molycorp to Estonia for treatment.

![Figure 3. European imports and exports of rare earth oxides based on EUROSTAT (2014) and GTA (2014) for Austria post-2008 correction. Modified after Guyonnet et al. (2013).](image-url)
3.2 Potential geological rare earth resources in Europe

Endogenous rare earth deposits (related to deep geological processes) are broadly associated with alkaline-peralkaline igneous rocks and carbonatites. But REE minerals may also be associated with pegmatites, skarns, Fe oxide-phosphate deposits and certain types of hydrothermal veins. REE deposits associated with alkaline-peralkaline rocks are relatively medium-grade (<2% REO) although they are commonly enriched in HREEs. In continental Europe, the Kola Peninsula exhibits the two well-known Khibina and Lovozero alkaline complexes (Sorensen, 1997; Downes et al., 2005; Arzamastsev et al. 2006), with total resources in excess of 3 Gt ore with an average ore grade of 0.7% REO (Eilu et al., 2007; Korsakova et al., 2012). But peralkaline intrusions such as Norra Kärr in Sweden constitute new projects for REE mining in Europe. The Norra Kärr intrusion, represented by a nepheline syenite, contains a total mineral resource of 58 Mt ore at 0.59% REO (Gates et al., 2013). In carbonatites, REEs are mainly represented by LREE enrichment in minerals such as bastnäsite, allanite, apatite or monazite. Carbonatites in the Fennoscandian shield represent a potential on the order of a few hundred million tons of ore, with average grades between 0.5% and 1% REO (Korsakova et al., 2012; Lie and Ostergaard, 2014). Close to the Permian Oslo rift, the Larpik-Langesundfjord region exhibits numerous pegmatites with REE-bearing minerals. Although contents are lower, REEs are also observed within the magnetite-apatite deposits of the Kiruna district (Frietsch and Perdahl, 1995) in northern Sweden. The Swedish company LKAB is currently examining how to recover REEs from tailings at the Kiruna and Malmberget operations (Perez, 2011). In Greenland, endogenous deposits or occurrences are mainly related to the Gardar alkaline complexes (Sorensen et al., 2011). Located in South Greenland, the Gardar Province encompasses peralkaline complexes that exhibit occurrences with potentially future world-class REE deposits, such as the Kvanefjeld (620 Mt at 1.06% REO coupled with uranium resources) and Kringlerne (4300 Mt at 0.65% REO) deposits in the Ilímaussaq intrusion (Steenfelt, 2012; Technology Metals Research, 2014). However, the future of such projects will obviously be subject to strict environmental and social acceptability constraints (Jenkins and Yakovleva, 2006). A major issue is the uranium and thorium contents of the ores. According to ERECON (2014), U and Th contents in the Kringlerne ore are respectively 30 and 88 ppm, values that are significantly higher than those reported for the Norra Kärr ore: 14 and 7 ppm respectively.

Exogenous deposits (related to surficial geological processes) are mainly the result of remobilization during weathering and sedimentary processes: (palaeo)placers, phosphorites, REE-bearing clays and laterites. Placer deposits are accumulations of heavy minerals in sands and gravels by gravity separation during sedimentary processes. Main REE-bearing minerals are monazite (with or without xenotime), fergusonite, florencite, euxenite, allanite and loparite. In Western Europe these palaeoplacers are mainly represented by grey monazite enriched in medium-weight REEs (Sm, Eu, Gd), zircon and rutile (Burnotte et al., 1989; Tuduri et al., 2013). Weathering processes lead to the breakdown of many rock-forming minerals, the leaching of certain elements (Mg, Ca) and the residual enrichment of less mobile elements (Fe, Al). Thus weathering of initially REE-enriched rocks (e.g. carbonatite) can provide residual REE deposits (e.g. laterites, bauxite) with new minerals (e.g. phosphates such as monazite) and high-grades (> 5-10% REO). REE-bearing clays, called ion-adsorption clays (Chi and Tian, 2008) are low-grade deposits (0.03-0.35% REO) but are HREE-rich. Such deposits are often associated with weathered igneous rocks, where REE are adsorbed by clay minerals such as kaolin. In Europe they are related to bauxite deposits in the Balkans and in Greece or in the south of France (Charles et al., 2013; Deady et al., 2014).
In summary, in continental Europe the Baltic shield and its remote Kola Peninsula constitute the main areas with the strongest geological potentials for endogenous deposits (magmatic and hydrothermal). South Greenland shows the best potential for developing “giant” mining projects, but as mentioned previously, environmental constraints and social acceptance will be strong limiting factors. Exogenous deposits are lacking in Greenland, while in Europe they represent a potential of lesser interest. To-date, it appears that the most advanced exploration target in Europe, including Greenland, is the rare earth and zirconium Norra Kärr project, investigated by Tasman Metals since 2009. It has a total REE resource evaluated at 285000 tons, with a heavy versus total REO ratio of approximately 50%. The Norra Kärr project has recently received authorization to operate and is at a pre-feasibility stage. The Kvanefjeld and Kringlerne deposits in Greenland have total resources evaluated at 5.4 Mt and 24 Mt REE, respectively, with heavy versus total REO ratios of 12% and 30%. Estimates of potential geological resources for selected REEs and for these three projects, which have been well evaluated during the past decade (e.g. Gates et al., 2013), are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Estimates of rare earth element potential geological resources for three projects (one in the EU and two in Greenland). Values in kilotons REE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>La</th>
<th>Ce</th>
<th>Nd</th>
<th>Eu</th>
<th>Tb</th>
<th>Dy</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norra Kärr</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kvanefjeld</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kringlerne</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>7600</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>4300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Sankey diagrams

Figure 4 shows the Sankey diagram for Tb in fluorescent lamp applications in 2010. Starting the description at the upstream end of the value chain, it is seen that the process Lithosphere is not connected to any other process, as there exists to-date no mining activity in continental Europe and Greenland that contributes Tb to industry in Europe. While mining activity in the Kola Peninsula contributes Nd to the EU, via Silmet in Estonia (see Fig. 6), this company does not separate Tb, a market which is addressed by Solvay. Numbers indicated below process Lithosphere are potential geologic resources that correspond to the three projects indicated in Table 7. The first number corresponds to Norra Kärr alone, while the following two numbers sum up, respectively, the estimates for Kvanefjeld and Kringlerne. As mentioned previously, the first number is the most realistic in terms of future production in the short and medium term. Raw rare earth oxide concentrates for making phosphors enter Europe as imports and are separated by Solvay using solvent extraction methods. Precursor phosphors are produced which then serve to make the trichromatic phosphors used in fluorescent lamps. Based on expert information, it is considered that there are virtually no stocks that accumulate annually within processes Separation or Fabrication. There exists, however, a historical stock of several thousand tons of REOs at Solvay’s plant in La Rochelle (France). But the company started to recycle this stock after 2010, thus generating a few hundred tons per year of light rare earths (La, Ce, Pr and Nd) and a few tons per year of Tb and Dy (Solvay, pers. comm.). Also, losses of Tb at steps Separation and Fabrication are considered to be relatively negligible.
The manufacture of fluorescent lamps requires imports of phosphors from within and outside the EU. The stock of 6 tons indicated in process Manufacture corresponds to an estimated security stock of trichromatic phosphors, while flows in and out of Manufacture do not result in any addition to stock. Addition to stock occurs in process Use, where a stock increase of 24 tons is estimated for 2010. The total stock in-use stock is not shown in Fig. 4 as it cumulates uncertainties related to each year. However, an in-use stock of Tb related to fluorescent lamps in the EU is estimated to be on the order of 140 tons for 2010. End-of-life fluorescent lamps are collected and enter the waste management step, but in 2010 they end up in elimination (landfill or incineration) as there was no recycling of fluorescent lamp phosphors in Europe at that time. Therefore the “recycling” arrows in Fig. 4 indicate zero recycling. In 2012, Solvay launched two recycling units in France to recycle fluorescent lamps. The Saint-Fons plant (near the city of Lyon) preconditions the powders extracted from the used lamps and sends them to Solvay’s plant in La Rochelle to be separated into individual REOs (La, Ce, Eu, Tb, Gd, Y), using solvent extraction methods. In 2014, the order of magnitude of recycled Tb was a few tons per year. Sankey diagrams for Eu and Y in trichromatic phosphors (Fig. 5) can be deduced from Fig. 4 by applying the following conversion factors: Eu/Tb = 1.5 and Y/Tb = 16.6 and noting that in 2010 there were no separation activities in the EU for Eu and Y in fluorescent lamp applications (Solvay, pers. comm.).

Figure 4. Sankey diagram for fluorescent lamp-related terbium in the EU (reference year 2010). Values in tons of Tb metal unless indicated otherwise.
Figure 5. Sankey diagrams for fluorescent lamp-related europium (a) and yttrium (b) in the EU (reference year 2010). Values in tons of metal unless indicated otherwise.

Figures 6 and 7 show Sankey diagrams for Nd in the European economy in 2010 for, respectively, permanent magnet and NiMH battery applications. Unlike diagrams shown for phosphor REEs, the diagrams in Figs. 6 and 7 display a significant imbalance between the upstream and downstream regions of the value chain. While Europe is a major importer of products containing Nd magnets (HDDs, etc.), in 2010 Silmet in Estonia was the only company separating mixtures of REOs to produce Nd for magnet applications. Based on data from MetalResearch (2013), Roskill (2011) and Zaitsev et al. (2014), we estimate that approximately 220 tons Nd were separated by Silmet for magnet applications in 2010, while the resulting Nd compounds were primarily exported outside Europe. Silmet does not separate Nd for battery applications. For the Fabrication step, Europe relies mainly on imports. Approximately 220 and 30 tons were imported in 2010 for the fabrication of, resp., NdFeB alloy and LaNi_{5} alloy. The intra-EU flow estimates of these intermediate products range in the same order of magnitude: about 180 tons and 30 tons respectively, suggesting that intra-EU trade is favored with respect to extra-EU exports at the Fabrication step. We estimate a 2010 flow of 220 tons Nd in magnets manufactured within the EU. This value is consistent with an estimate of 1500 tons of NdFeB magnets produced annually in Europe (Germany and Finland; F. Vial, pers. comm.). Neodymium flows into process Use in the EU, for magnets and batteries, are respectively 1200 and 120 tons. Taking into account the history of flows into use in the EU over a period exceeding the expected average lifetimes of products containing permanent magnets and NiMH batteries, in-use stocks for Nd in 2010 were estimated as, respectively, 16000 and 600 tons, while the additions to in-use stock in 2010 were estimated as, respectively, 290, and 50 tons. The management of waste from permanent magnets and batteries was straightforward in 2010 since no industrial recycling of Nd existed in Europe at that time. Therefore all Nd contained in the waste flows was either eliminated or down-cycled (dissipative uses) in industry, such as the steel or cement industry.
Figure 6. Sankey diagram for Nd in permanent magnet applications in 2010 in the EU. Values in tons of Nd metal unless indicated otherwise.

Figure 7. Sankey diagram for Nd in NiMH battery applications in 2010 in the EU. Values in tons of Nd metal unless indicated otherwise.
The MFA for Nd in permanent magnets can be used to obtain a MFA for Dy by considering the proportion of Dy versus Nd in permanent magnets for different applications. While Table 5 provides average values for NdFeB magnets, specific applications may have different Dy/Nd ratios following the service temperature for which the applications are designed. Dysprosium is used to increase magnetic coercivity; i.e., a measure of a magnet's ability to withstand an external magnetic field without becoming demagnetized. For common applications such as HDDs, CD players, head phones, etc., the proportion of Dy in magnets is close to 2%, whereas in hybrid electric vehicle motors, where higher temperatures can be expected, the proportion is closer to 10%. An approximate relationship between Nd and Dy in permanent magnets can be obtained from: \( \text{Nd}(\%) = 0.24 - 0.88 \text{Dy}(\%) \) (F. Vial, pers.comm.). A MFA for Dy in permanent magnets is shown in Fig. 8. As indicated, there were no separation activities in the EU for Dy in 2010. The total flow into use (intra-EU flow and imports) is approximately 230 tons Dy. Note that the diagram in Fig. 6 can also serve to obtain estimates for Pr in permanent magnet applications, considering the relative proportion of Pr versus Nd (76% Nd, 24% Pr).

![Sankey diagram for Dy in magnet applications in 2010 in the EU. Values in tons of Dy metal unless indicated otherwise.](image)

4. Discussion

In-use stocks of Tb, Eu and Y in fluorescent lamp phosphors were estimated to be approximately 140, 200 and 2300 tons respectively (Table 8). These numbers can be compared to global in-use stocks estimated by previous authors. The values presented by Du and Gradel (2011a, 2011c) for world in-use stocks in 2007 are: 700, 400 and 6900 tons respectively. With respect to Nd in permanent magnets, the flow of Nd into “Use” (Fig. 6) is around 1230 tons (intra-EU flow + imports), a number that is approximately three times larger than the estimate of Rademaker et al. (2013) for year 2011.
(400 tons). This is explained by the fact that these authors considered 3 main applications of NdFeB magnets (hybrid and electric vehicles, wind power, hard disk drives), whereas this study takes into account a larger variety of products containing NdFeB magnets and in particular non-electric vehicles. According to Roskill (2011), non-electric vehicles typically contain approximately 250 g NdFeB magnets per vehicle. The flow of Nd into use is broken down into its different components, in terms of applications in Fig. 9a, while Fig. 9b shows the detail of Nd imported into use. Figure 9a suggests that non-electric vehicles form the bulk of the flow and explain the difference with estimates of Rademaker et al. (2013): If non-electric vehicles are omitted, we obtain 480 tons which compares favorably with their estimate. As seen in these figures, while the flow of Nd from hybrid electric vehicles produced in the EU in 2010 was negligible (Fig. 9a), it was more significant (8%) in imports (Fig. 9b). This was also observed in the MFA for Nd in batteries: there was no production of HEVs in Europe in 2010 but around 20% of Nd comes from NiMH batteries in imported HEVs. The flow of Dy into use (230 tons Dy) is also higher than the estimate of Rademaker et al. (2013); approximately 70 tons in 2011, for the same reason as for Nd. The total flow (magnets and batteries) of Nd into use; 1350 tons Nd, can be compared to the global flow into use of 19000 tons in 2007 estimated by Du and Graedel (2011a) based on mine production (the latter flow should cover all possible applications of Nd). For Dy, the global flow estimated by these authors is 1100 tons. The Nd in waste flows is estimated to be 570 tons for permanent magnets and 70 tons for batteries. The 2010 waste stream of 570 tons of Nd in permanent magnet applications is broken down into various contributions in Fig. 10. Again, non-electric vehicles appear as the primary contributor (around 65%), followed by desktop computers. The in-use stock of Nd related to magnet applications was estimated to be approximately 16000 tons, a number that can be compared to the global stock of Nd in permanent magnets estimated by Du & Graedel for 2007 (62600 tons; Du and Graedel, 2011b). In-use stock of Dy related to magnet applications in the EU is estimated around 2800 tons, while Du and Graedel (2011b) estimate a global in-use stock in 2007 of 15700 tons Dy. These different estimates are consistent, in terms of orders of magnitude, considering the share of the EU in the global economy (25.9% in 2010).

Table 8. Synthesis of specific flows and stocks in Europe (year 2010). Values in tons metal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamps</th>
<th>Magnets</th>
<th>Batteries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tb</td>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow into use</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-use stock</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Sankey diagrams presented above underline the potential for recycling REEs in Europe, considering the magnitudes of in-use stocks and waste streams. Du & Graedel (2011b) suggest that if the actual in-use stock of Nd in permanent magnets were efficiently recycled, it could provide a valuable supplement to geological stocks: in 2007, the global in-use stock amounted to almost four times the annual Nd extraction rate for that year. According to Rademaker et al. (2013), by 2030 it should be possible to meet around 10% of Nd demand in the EU through the recycling of magnets from electric vehicles, wind turbines and hard disk drives. The recycling of HDDs is also considered by Sprecher et al. (2014) as the easiest pathway towards large-scale recycling of neodymium. But as underlined by ERECON (2015), several challenges need to be addressed in order to significantly increase the amount of recycling. The first challenge is to increase selective collection of end-of-life
products containing REEs. Also, progress in the area of eco-conception is required in order to facilitate the dismantling of products for the recovery of REEs and other substances. And metallurgical processes need to be further developed for the recovery of REEs from waste materials (Verhoef et al., 2004). This challenge is particularly acute for the recovery of Nd from permanent magnets, due to the material’s chemical state (an alloy rather than an oxide; ERECON, 2015).

The situation of recycling in the EU will be influenced by future developments in the area of primary resources. Comparing the magnitude of flows in the European economy with geological potentialities indicated under the process Lithosphere in the Sankey diagrams above, suggests that should one mining project enter production (the most likely candidate being Norra Kärr in Sweden), there would be a significant influence on the supply of several REEs. Considering current resource evaluations, we estimate that the development of the Norra Kärr project could result in the supply of approximately 20 tons/yr Tb and 1000 tons/yr Nd. Such production will incite the industries that perform the separation of mixed rare earth oxides in Europe (Solvay and Silmet) to increase their capacity. This in turn will increase their ability to recycle rare earths from waste materials. As mentioned above, the company Solvay already recycles rare earths from the phosphors in used fluorescent lights. In partnership with the company Umicore, Solvay also recycles rare earths from used batteries. Rare earths are recycled from magnets but only at the magnet production stage and not from waste materials, because current separate collection does not allow sufficient levels of rare earth concentrations. Based on projections of recycling following separate collection in 2020 (Solvay, pers. comm.), we estimate that around 10 tons Tb could be recycled each year in Europe and between 170 and 230 tons Nd, following whether a new major mining project outside China enters production.

With respect to the future destination of the additional separated Tb in Europe, it will probably be exported outside Europe due to the current development of LED lamps which contain much less (or no) rare earths. LED lamps contain quantities of REEs on the order of a few hundreds of micrograms (essentially Y), while the REE content of compact fluorescent lamps is at least three orders of magnitude higher. It is therefore anticipated that the price of Tb could decrease in the future, making Tb a viable substitute for Dy in permanent magnets for high-temperature applications. A pending question is Eu: with the progressive phasing out of fluorescent lamps and because the nearly exclusive application of Eu is red phosphor, it is likely that Eu will be in excess in coming years. In the case of Nd, demand in Europe is so important that it cannot be satisfied solely by European sources. While recycling will continue to increase, with separate collection as an essential limiting factor, there will continue to be imports from primary sources located outside Europe, with a diversification of supply sources (from the U.S.; Mountain Pass, or Australia; Mount Weld) in order to balance Chinese monopoly.

As mentioned previously, values indicated in the proposed Sankey diagrams are best estimates based on available (and sometimes conflicting) information. An uncertainty analysis was performed using the data reconciliation methodology proposed by Dubois et al. (2014). Table 9 shows the estimated ranges around the best estimates for some REE flows. These ranges represent upper and lower bounds of the intervals of values considered most realistic based on available information. The interval limits are typically between 10 and 50% of the best estimate values. Because flows of Dy and Eu or Y were derived from those of, resp., Nd in magnets and Tb in phosphors, based on magnet and phosphor compositions, the flows for these elements are not shown in Table 9 because they were not estimated independently.
Table 9. Estimated uncertainty ranges for several REE flows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufacture to Use</th>
<th>Imports to Use</th>
<th>Use to Waste</th>
<th>Waste to L&amp;E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd magnets</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd batteries</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb phosphors</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: BE = best estimate; L&E = Landfill & Environment; Values in tons metal

5. Conclusions

This paper presents an analysis of flows and stocks of certain rare earth elements along the value chain in Europe. The association of primary sources (extracted or potentially extractible) and secondary sources (related to waste streams) in the analysis, provides a comprehensive picture that can help identify the complementarity between the two types of sources for supply. For example, for Tb, Nd and Dy, the analysis suggests that in 2010, waste streams out of use were approximately 10, 580 and 70 tons respectively. Such flows could contribute significantly to supply in Europe, provided they are captured by separate collection. The analysis of potential primary sources suggests that around 2020, at least 20 tons/year Tb and 1000 tons/year Nd could be supplied from the extractive industry within Europe. The increased capacity generated by the need to separate the mixed concentrates will also benefit recycling. Projections for recycled flows around year 2020 for Tb and Nd in permanent magnets are on the order of, resp., 10 tons per year and between 170 and 230 tons per year.

The proposed analysis provides a somewhat “reassuring” picture with respect to the future supply of certain REEs since, on the one hand, there are opportunities for recycling these elements by capturing waste streams and, on the other hand, there are also geological potentialities. However, tensions could resume if mining projects outside China came to a halt due to the low metal prices induced by Chinese competition. While recycling technologies must be developed for recovering REEs, such processes should focus on REEs for which there will really be pressure in the future. Given the importance of the permanent magnet industry, pressure on Nd, Pr and Dy will most likely remain, despite current efforts to reduce the quantities of Dy used in magnets (Yan et al., 2010). The availability of light rare earths such as Ce or La is not really an issue, due to the excess of these elements in typical LREE ores. Nor is there particular pressure on Gd and Sm, as they are not much used in the industry, with the result that stocks are building up in the separation industry.

Given the large uncertainties regarding the development of new mining projects, the contribution to supply of secondary (recycled) sources will continue to increase in the future. For this to be achieved, collection of products containing rare earths must be improved as well as the separation of the components containing the rare earths, so that they can be processed. It should be stressed that securing the supply of REEs requires efforts at each stage of the value chain: not just in terms of supplying raw materials containing REEs, but also in terms of maintaining the industrial capacity to process the REEs and to build components and applications that use them (Verhoef et al., 2004). Also, further developments are required in MFA in order to better incorporate the characteristics of the flows (material qualities, heterogeneities, metal liberation factors, etc.; Van Schaik and Reuter,
This would help to convert potential resources, as indicated by MFAs such as those presented herein, into economically recoverable reserves in the sense of PERC (2013).
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